Fly a Fighter Jet Over Florida
L-39 Flight Training in Ft Lauderdale

Call 800-644-7382 or 941-346-2603 for Training Requirements

Fly a Fighter Jet Over Florida
High-Adrenaline Flight Training for Pilots in Fort Lauderdale
Intro Flights – Upset Training – Advanced Instruction
All Levels of Training Provided By an FAA-Certified Instructor Pilot

Take the controls and experience the rush of flying a high-performance
military jet trainer. You’ll fly with experienced flight instructor Gary Solkovits.

L-39 TRAINING GENERAL INFORMATION
Who can do this? The final decision over who can
fly and train in the L-39 is made by one of our FAA
certified L-39 pilots, in accordance with FAA
regulations. As a general rule, you must have a
pilot’s license, verifiable flying experience, be in
reasonably good health, meet basic height, weight
and TSA restrictions, and sign a Release of Liability.
Contact Incredible Adventures for more info.
What if I don’t have a pilot’s license? Call us! We
offer a variety of flights for non-pilots.
When can I fly? Flight training is offered all year
long, by appointment. Choose to complete a single
lesson or all the training necessary to fly solo in an
incredible L-39 jet fighter.

Can I bring someone with me to the airport to
watch me train and fly? Most likely, yes. For safety
and security reasons, guests must be approved in
advance and should be aware they may not be
granted access to all areas of our training facility.
Is this dangerous? Absolutely! (So is crossing the
street and driving to the airport.) You will be required
to sign a release of liability. We use the best planes
and the best pilots and your safety is our biggest
concern, but you must assume all risks. The L-39 is
considered an “experimental aircraft” by the FAA.
How can I schedule my flight training adventure?
Call us today.1-800-644-7382 or 1-941-346-2603.

Where is training available? Training is based at
Executive Airport in Ft Lauderdale, FL.
Who will be my pilot? You’ll fly with Gary Solkovits,
an FAA-approved L-39 instructor.
What does it cost? The cost depends on the
training selected and your prior flight experience, but
typically ranges from $2995 to $20,000 US.

800-644-7382 or 941-346-2603

L-39 Fort Lauderdale Training Details
L-39 Flight Instructor Gary Solkovits
Lead Instructor Pilot Gary Solkovits is an FAA certified
Transport Pilot, Type Rated in the L-39. He holds a
variety of FAA certifications, including aerobatic
instructor and advanced ground school instructor.

Executive Airport (EXE)
Ft. Lauderdale’s Executive Airport is South Florida’s
premier general aviation facility. It features two
runways and 24 hour FAA air traffic control. There are
several hotels nearby for those needing overnight
accommodations in Ft. Lauderdale.

Training Notes
• Pilots should allow 3 to 4 hours for initial training
• Flight Training and Upset Training Options available

Base Pricing
$2995 for training & 45 min flight
$3495 for training & 60 minute flight

Area Info
There are several hotels near Executive Airport.
Contact IA for lodging assistances.

Flexible Training Schedule
Call for Availability
800-644-7382
941-346-2603
Incredible-adventures.com

Aero Vodochody
Vodochody L-39
Aero
L-39
The Czech-made L-39 Albatros is known for its flying ability, reliability and the great
visibility from both cockpits. The L-39 was built as the successor to the aircraft
company’s earlier trainer, the L-29 Delfin. Design work began in 1966, and the first
prototype made its initial flight on 4 November 1968. The aircraft was to serve as the
primary jet trainer for the Warsaw Pact. The incredible L-39 is still used by more than
30 Air Forces around the world and is a popular choice for air racers.
Engine:
One 3,792-lb thrust Ivchenko AI-25-TL
Weight:
Empty 7,340 lbs., Max Takeoff 11,618 lbs. (L-39ZO with four rocket pods)
Wing Span: 31ft. 0.5in. Length: 40ft. 5in. Height: 15ft. 5.5in.
Performance:
Maximum Speed at 19,600 ft: 485 mph (Trainer version, clean)
Maximum Speed at Sea Level: 435 mph
Ceiling: 37,730 ft. (Trainer, clean)
Range: 528 miles with internal fuel; 995 miles with external tanks

800-644-7382 or 941-346-2603
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Fly a Fighter Jet Over Florida
Call 800-644-7382

Copyright 2021 Incredible Adventures / IA Worldwide, Inc.

Note: Incredible Adventures does not own or operate aircraft or employ any pilots. Incredible
Adventures / IA Worldwide, Inc. is a marketing company enlisted by pilots to promote their flight
services. All flying, training and aircraft maintenance decisions made by the pilot in command and/or
aircraft owner.
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WHAT ELSE CAN I DO IN FLORIDA?

Zero-Gravity Flight Training near Tampa
T-6 “Texan” Rides near Orlando
Rally Driving near Gainesville
Powerboat Racing in Boca Raton
Covert Ops Counter-Terrorism Training near Miami
Corvette Racing in Palm Beach
Military Tank Adventures near Orlando
800-644-7382 or 941-346-2603
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